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Abstract: Computersystems,moreparticularlythesoftware,havegainedgreatimportanceinhumanlifebothintheprofessionalandpersonalactivities.Thisgrowingimportancemadecrossthenotionofthesoftwarequalityfroman needforcomforttowardsa needforunderstanding,interpretationandanalysisofproblematicorganizationalsituations,aswellastheconceptualizationandimplementationofappropriate solutions. Accordingly, manystudieshavebeenconducted and several models have been proposed. Wedistinguish three modeling areas, each area has its own quality model: products (software), processes and resources. Today, there are many quality analysis models, each one hasitsownareaofexpertiseandprovidesaninterestingpoint of view. In this paper, we propose a framework in order to characterize and compare different models of software quality on one hand. On other hand, we aim to highlight the key elements that must be considered to produce a Metamodel of software quality.
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I. Introduction

The software quality is more and more seen as an influential critical parameter in business, it’s an important motive for customers’ satisfaction. Any absence of software quality can cause heavy financial losses, a dissatisfaction of the users, and the damage to the environment which can even result in deaths, ultimate and grave consequences. For example [1]:

- Summer 2009: A small bug in the management of a round number for the calculation of the number of quarters contribution in the retirement pension has been identified. This bug, introduced into the system in 1984 led to assign another quarter to nearly 8 million employees. 25 years later, the total cost to the Social Insurance reached 2.5 billion Euros.
- May 1996: when the First National Bank of Chicago updated its transaction management, some codes were misinterpreted, and each of 813 customers of the bank were credited 127 Euros.
The total amount of the error was more than 750 million Euros.

These examples from the IT history, illustrate the potential consequences of a lack of reliability. Whereas, a w e d test would have helped identify and correct these errors. A reliability test for the first example and a non-regression test for the second one.

Quality defines the software as suitable for a product or service. It is defined in the ISO 9001 standards: “the ability of a set of intrinsic characteristics to meet the requirements”. Yet, its difficulty to define the quality of software, because there are many possible criteria for this assessment. For example, the customer will appreciate the functional characteristics, but the developer will focus more on the technical ones. In this article, we affect the quality of the product in different domains. Garvin concluded that quality is [2] a complex, multifaceted concept.

Today, there are many quality analysis models, each with its own area of expertise and providing an interesting point of view. These models were created to classify all the characteristics of the software, select the metric measurement, and implement the measurement process. With more or less success, each model has limitations because it will not be suitable for all situations or all the requirements of quality of different stakeholders. In most cases, the development of a new quality model is from the limitations of existing models.

The quality of the software product is a multifaceted concept; it consists of a set of characteristics and associated measurements, and it is analyzed from different approaches. In this paper, we propose a framework for analyzing and comparing the different existing software quality models, using an approach by worlds and facets.

II. Models Of Software Quality

The models have proven effective in some understanding, interpretation and analysis of problematic organizational situations, as well as the conceptualization and implementation of appropriate solutions. To obtain a complete ma...
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geofthequalityofasoftwarewecallonthemodelsofqualitywhichcontainrulesdescribingwhatmustbeasoftwareofquali-
ty,theyarewellacceptedwaytodefine,assesseandpredictsoftwarequality..Duringthe
lastyears,multipleofqualitymodelswereproposedandusedinthelifecycleofsoftware,mostofthesemodelsare
hierarchicalmodelstructuredaround
factors,criteriaandmetric(FCM),theycountthetotalrequirementsandthemostgeneralneedsofqualityto
identifythemetricsthatmeasuretheseneedsandrequirements.

III. Presentationoftheframework

The framework of reference proposed uses the approach of classification by worlds and facets (Fig. 1). This framework was proposed for the first time in [3] for the classification of reusable components and since was used for the development of states of the art in various work. The framework is structured around four areas or "worlds". The framework (says "Four worlds") has been used in various engineering disciplines: information system engineering [4], requirements engineering [5], process engineering [6] and change engineering [7]. The reference framework which we use is an authority of Meta model of the figure 1. This framework suggests considering the software quality following four worlds. Every world allows analyzing a particular aspect of the software quality by asking a fundamental question. Every view is characterized and measured by means of a set of attributes. All the attributes possess values defined in a domain which can be a predefined type (int, boolean), an enumerated type (Enum{x,y}) or a structured type (Set()). [8]

![Figure 1: Metamodel of Framework Reference](image)

This framework allows to provide answers to four questions ("what", "why", "how" and "by which means"). These questions trigger interest in:

- **World subject**: It presents software quality as an object of analysis and it contains the knowledge for which quality models must provide information regardless of ambitions, wishes and needs of users.
- **World Usage**: It is "why" of the software quality models. This world identifies intentions, wishes and goals of the users of the models.
- **System World**: It holds the information provided on the subject by the world or by which means the subject will be represented. It is the world system specifications in which the needs arising from the two other worlds, subject and usage, must be formulated and documented. It contains the elements for measuring objects besides all documents and models useful to sharing software quality knowledge.
- **World Development**: This world contains processes and tools to achieve the objectives of software quality. It is based on the manipulation of informational elements described in the system world.

The worlds are in contact with one another [9]: the world of the "subject" defines a framework for the identification of the goals of the world usage and justifies its existence. The world of "system" is the representation support of the reality of the "subject." Finally, the world of "system" is a tool for the fulfillment of the objectives set in the world of "usage".

In the next part of this article we present a proposal which adapt this framework to the field of software quality.

IV. Framework For Software Quality Models

IV.1. The subject world

This world contains domain knowledge for which the software quality models must provide the information. It helps answer the question "What is software quality? " This world is characterized by a single facet object. The concept of quality has an abstract nature, and is open to many different and potentially contradictory interpretations. A good understanding of quality issues can only be formed under a particular definition of the concept of quality. According to the IEEE [21]: Software quality is: (1) the degree to which a system, component, or process meets specified requirements. (2) The degree to which a system, component, or process meets customer or user needs or expectations. According to Pressman [22]: Software quality is: The compliance with functional requirements and explicit performance to explicitly documented development standards, and implicit characteristics that are expected of all professionally developed software.
These definitions put into perspective two aspects that can be found in existing quality models: firstly, software quality involves multiple software entities and secondly it is based on relationships defined between these entities. According to [10] the software entities may be divided into units: products, processes and resources. We propose to associate with the object for the following three attributes: (i) the software product, (ii) processes and (iii) resources. The rest of the section details each of the attributes.

- **Process:** The first major contribution of research in the field of software engineering has been the growing awareness that software development is a complex process. Researchers and practitioners have understood that software development is not only the creation of languages and efficient programming tools but it is a complex, creative and collective effort. As such, the quality of a product primarily depends on the software development process [11]. According to [10], the software process holds the software entities that represent steps in the software engineering process.

- **Resources:** Contains the software entities that are used or required by the latter in the field of processes (such as personnel, software and hardware) [10]. In this regard, staff are required to complete a development process. The interest attributes in this entity are for example the number of engineers involved, their skills and performance. [12] Refers to this area as a special area called area of measuring people. Attributes’ quantification and prediction in this field (such as time and effort) of particular interest to managers and team leaders. The COCOMO Boehm [13] method does this work.

- **Product:** holds software entities that result from the business processes (i.e. a domain process entity). ISO9000: 2005 defines a software product “as the result of a set of interrelated or interacting activities which transforms output elements into input elements” (ISO9000, 2005) the evaluation of the quality of a software product reflects these three major points: features completion, interface ergonomics and simplicity of code.

As far as training is concerned, the developer should first determine the real purpose of a software taking into account customer requirements. The latter include both quality and functional requirements. Quality requirements may not be explicit from the outset. Some quality models of the software product include: Mcall [23] ISO 9126 [24].

We suggest to characterize the object facet by three attributes:

**Facet Subject: SET {Product, ProcessResources}**

### IV.2. The use world

This world answers the following question: "why software quality?" It identifies intentions, wishes and goals of the models’ users. These characteristics are captured by three facets: Objective, Views and Phase.

#### IV.2.1. The objective facet

Software quality models are nowadays a decent way to control the quality of software systems. Over the last three decades, several quality models have been brought to light, which at first sight seem not to be directly related to one another, even though each of them deals with software quality as an objective (define, evaluate or predict software quality) [14], for example, models such as ISO 9126 are primarily used to define software quality. Models based on objectives such as GQM are used to assess software quality while reliability measuring models like RGMS (reliability growth models) are used to predict software quality.

- **Definition model:** Quality definition models are used in various phases of a software development process. They define the factors and quality requirements for upcoming software. They are a method of agreement with the customer as far as the quality of software is concerned. They may offer coding guidelines or recommendations for the implementation of a system. The quality definition models are used to communicate the quality of software during the training of the developers [27].

- **Evaluation Model:** An extension of the definition models dedicated to estimate the current state of the software to monitor quality. They can be used to specify and objectively check the previously defined quality requirements. During the implementation, evaluation models are the base to all internal measures that could have an impact on the external properties of product quality, activities and environment. Therefore, they are the average of the certification of product quality. [27]

- **Prediction Model:** Predictive models are used to predict the quality of a system (predict the number of defects, repair time, maintenance efforts, etc.). They are generally based on source code metrics or past defects data detection. Predictive models help plan the future development of certain aspects of quality [27].

The Objective facet is therefore characterized by three attributes:

**Facet Objective: SET {Define, Evaluate, and Predict}**

#### IV.2.2. The Viewpoint facet
In our view, the concept of quality can take various forms: an end-user is most interested in the reliability and usability by evaluating the quality of a software product, further, the user is interested in the more ergonomics, productivity and performance to accomplish certain tasks. A developer will assess among other things the speed of development, the relevance of design, maintainability, and testability. An operator will focus more on ease of installation and update, ease of diagnosis and supervision. There are many other possible criteria for evaluating software quality ranging from the concrete to the subjective. There are at highest three point of view: Customer views, user views and developer views.

Viewpoint facet is characterized by three attributes:

Facet Viewpoint: SET {customer view, user view, view developer}

IV.2.3. The Phase facet

Several quality models focus on specific phases of the software life cycle where they can be used. This may coincide with a quality attribute.

- Definition models are used in various stages in a software development process. During the expression of need, they define the attributes and quality requirements for planned software systems [15, 23] and thus constitute an agreement component with the client. [15] During the implementation, these quality models are of base to coding standards. [6] They provide direct recommendations regarding the implementation of a system.
- Evaluation models may also be used in the expression of needs to specify and objectively monitor the already established quality standards [15]. They are also used to plan and control the quality of the software during the development and evaluation of the final product quality, and also to describe the detailed development model of the organization or the business, and thus to monitor, control and improve the development process.
- Prediction models are used during the life cycle of a software development project. They allow development project manager to plan an effective use of the available resources.

According to the development cycle, we propose to characterize the facet phase with three attributes:

Facet Phase: SET {before, during, after}

IV.3. The System world

Being third, the world of the system is defined as the system specifications and where the needs from both other worlds must be documented and systematically expressed. These characteristics are captured by three facets: Metric, Model, and Document.

IV.3.1. The metrics facet

A metric is an indicator that quantifies a characteristic of the world of software [26] which can provide meaningful information to assess quality. The metric may be explicit or implicit, simple or complex, [25] yet the importance of these metrics is quite significant. Certain quality models have not provided a comprehensive model in order to define suitable metrics to measure quality. Therefore, we define this facet of the following values:

- Defined metric: This is to denote the metrics that are defined by the model, these models provide all the necessary information on metrics (name, structure, type and measuring function), such as the cyclomatic complexity metrics of McCabe. Cyclomatic complexity of a structured program is defined as: \( \nu (G) = E - N + 2P \), where: \( E \) = the number of edges of the graph, \( N \) = the number of nodes of the graph and \( P \) = the number of components Related to the graph.
- Non-defined Metrics: the model does not provide information viewing the quality metrics to measure, such as the McCall model.
- Metrics partially defined: the modeling issues information about the structure of these functions without providing metric calculations, such as ISO9126 model which defines the metric of resolution failure "Failure resolution" as follows (Table I)

**TABLE I** Failure resolution metric
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric name</th>
<th>Purpose of the metrics</th>
<th>Method of application</th>
<th>Interpretation of measured value</th>
<th>Metrics scale type</th>
<th>Measure type</th>
<th>Target audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failure resolution</td>
<td>How many failure conditions are resolved?</td>
<td>Count the number of failures that did not reoccur during defined trial period under the similar conditions. Maintain a problem resolution report describing status of all the failures.</td>
<td>$X = \frac{A1}{A2}$ with $A1 = \text{number of resolved failures}$ and $A2 = \text{total number of actually detected failures}$; $0 \leq X &lt; 1$. The closer to 1.0 is better as more failures are resolved.</td>
<td>a) Absolute</td>
<td>A1=Count A2= Count A3=Count X=Count/Count</td>
<td>User SQA Maintainer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We suggest to characterize the facet Metric by three attributes:

**Facet Metric:** ENUM [Defined, Not defined, Partially Defined]

IV.3.2. The Model Facet

In order to get a complete picture of the software’s quality, we use a quality model (McCall, ISO9126...). They include rules that describe what must be a quality software and lists into different groups. According to [13], there are two types of approaches to model software quality:

The fixed model approach has a specific model for measuring the quality of a software, and we accept the decomposition offered by this model so as the way to combine the basic metric for the criteria and factors’ calculation process. The Examples of such models are shown in [15], [16] and [17].

The dynamic model approach consists in defining the quality characteristics in cooperation with the user. These characteristics are set into sub measurable quality characteristics and related measures (guided by an existing quality model). The user can then define relationships between the features and sub-features related to the project stakeholders. Examples of such models are displayed in [18], [19] and [20].

To characterize the model facet, we suggest the following two attributes:

**Facet Model:** ENUM [Fixed, Dynamic]

IV.3.3. Document Facet

The quality of software is not only reflected in the development process but also in its constituting elements: documentation, tests, and definition of functional requirements or designs. The rules and objectives which ensure the software quality measuring must cover all of the above mentioned elements. Documentation enables design communication and action coherence. The use of documentation contributes to the compliance to customer requirements and quality improvement, to offer appropriate training and ensure the repeatability and traceability, to provide tangible evidence In order to assess the effectiveness and continued relevance of the quality management system. It is convenient for the preparation of documents to be an added value itself. (ISO9000, 2005)

The following types of documents are used in quality management systems:

- documents that provide consistent information, both internally and externally, about the quality management system, called "quality manuals";
- formulating requirements document, called "specifications";
- documents that provide information on how to perform activities and processes consistently; these documents may include document procedures, work instructions, plans;
- Documents that provide objective evidence of performed activities or achieved results, named "recordings".

Among the documents that can be used for software quality are: specifications, functional specification, the SLA (Service Level Agreement)...

We propose to characterize the Document facet with a single attribute:

**Facet Document:** (DocumentName)

IV.4. The World Development

The development world deals with two issues: instantiation method and measurement tools.

IV.4.1. Facet instantiation method

Each entity of the three classes of the Subject facet (product, process and resource) possesses internal attributes (measurable attributes of the entity independent of its environment), and external attributes (measurable attributes with respect to the links to its environment). For example:
• Internal process attributes: duration of the process or activity, effort made in the process or one of its activities, etc.
• External product attributes: efficiency, portability, ease of understanding, etc.
• Internal product attributes: size, complexity, coupling, cohesion, etc.
• Internal attributes of resources: staff, equipment, methods, etc.

To evaluate or predict the quality of these attributes means instantiate a quality model. If we consider the software product, the instantiation of a model is to collect data, to aggregate, validate the choice of variables and study their relationship following a given model.

According to [28], the instantiation of a quality model refers to two connected activities. The first one is related to the application of the model for a given system which quality we want to study. The second activity relates to the refinement of dependency relationships residing between the different model’s constituents to give them a clear and precise meaning, and especially to define a computational framework for a real model application. If for example in the model, there is a testability type of relationship that depends on the level of cohesion of the classes, the instantiation will in particular aim to define this dependency in the most constructive and calculative way possible. This can be expressed by a formula, a decision tree, etc. Ways that contribute to the fulfillment of two instantiation activities are the measures collection methods, the aggregation methods of these measures and analytical methods.

To characterize the Instantiation facet, we suggest the three following attributes:

Facet Instantiation: SET {Collection methods, Aggregation methods, Analytical methods}

IV.4.2. Facet Tools

Another very important aspect of world development is the existence or not of software tools offered by the different models to evaluate or predict software quality. Some tools are uniquely adapted to one or some other objective, while others can be used for the achievement of several of them. Indeed, current models emphasize the need to generate indicators for software quality, to present them as dashboards.

We suggest to characterize the facet tool with a single attribute:

Facet Tool : Software {Boolean}

V. Discussion

Table II shows the characteristics of the seven models most used software quality. They are stated by each model of the facets’ identification and their specific values. The table’s reading is the following: each cell lists the specific values of facets for the model. For example, we can notice that resources are defined as the COCOMO model’s object. The corresponding cell mentions the "Resources" value. When a model has all the values of a facet we mention a (+) in the corresponding cell, while a model has got no value of a facet we state a (-).

This framework has allowed us to characterize and compare a number of software quality models, and also allowed us to establish several observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>ISO 9126</th>
<th>SQUID</th>
<th>GEQUA-MO</th>
<th>GQM</th>
<th>COCOMO</th>
<th>CMMi</th>
<th>QMOOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Define</td>
<td>Define Evaluate</td>
<td>Define Evaluate</td>
<td>Define Evaluate</td>
<td>Define Evaluate</td>
<td>Define Evaluate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>Before, During</td>
<td>Before, During</td>
<td>Before, During</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>Before, During</td>
<td>Before, During</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Metric</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantiation method</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The software quality models that we studied are not complete as our frame of reference. Indeed, various facets are not covered by some models. Also, no model covers all frame facets. This means that the models are...
not complete but fragmented. Gaps are not obvious to the use worlds and subject. Nevertheless here are some of the issues faced by the quality models in these two worlds:

- Absence of an explicit model
- Lack of decomposition criterion in hierarchical models
- Quality attributes redundancy: one inside the other such as safety which is strongly influenced by the availability being a part of reliability.
- Some models do not clearly tell apart the different perspectives of their use.
- These models are usually limited to a fixed number of levels, which limits the definition and structuring of complex quality attributes into three or four levels, making the decomposition of some factorsto measurable properties challenging.
- Some models do not cover the entire life cycle of a software.
- As far as the system and development world are concerned, which respectively own disclosures on the subject world and the tools to achieve objectives of software quality, shortages are particularly egregious for software quality models. This explains the gap between these models and their operational application. The problems of quality models in these two worlds are mainly due to the "Tools" and "Metric" facets, which we sum up as follows:
  - Most models studied do not have a clear vision to explain the correlation between metrics and criteria, such as when a criteria gets a low score, it is difficult to link the score to directly point out the issue, especially when the criterion is made up of several metrics.
  - Also most of these models suffer from the absence of guidelines and criteria for decomposition of complex quality concepts, making it difficult for them to be sophisticated and even located in some large quality models. Some models are not that simple to be implemented in an environment because of the amount of defined criteria and metrics.

Due to the lack of clear semantics, the aggregation of measured values remains complicated. Models are not included in all the various tasks related to quality. There is no clear definition of the way in which we use a model.

### VI. Conclusion

Software quality is a fairly complex and multifaceted concept. In this paper, we propose a reference framework to characterize the software quality models. This framework considers four perspectives, known worlds of the subject, of the usage, of the system and of the development of software quality. These four perspectives are explained by facets and their values.

We have applied this framework to quality models. This application has revealed that none of the models covers all facets of the framework, especially the system and development facets, which explains the gap between these models and their operational use. This piece of work has allowed us to highlight the need for a Metamodel, the aim of which is not only operationalizing the existing software quality models but also correcting their general oversights and limitations.
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